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Abstract

Remote sensing is the main approach used to classify and map aquatic vegetation, and 
classification tree (CT) analysis is superior to various classification methods. Based on 
previous studies, modified CT can be developed from traditional CT by adjusting the 
thresholds based on the statistical relationship between spectral features to classify different 
images without ground-truth data. However, no studies have yet employed this method to 
resolve marine vegetation. In this study, three Gao-Fen 1 satellite images obtained with the 
same sensor on January 30, 2014, November 5, 2014, and January 21, 2015 were selected, 
and two features were then employed to extract macroalgae from aquaculture farms from the 
seawater background. Besides, object-based classification and other image analysis methods 
were adopted to improve the classification accuracy in this study. Results show that the 
overall accuracies of traditional CTs for three images are 92.0%, 94.2% and 93.9%, 
respectively, whereas the overall accuracies of the two corresponding modified CTs for 
images obtained on January 21, 2015 and November 5, 2014 are 93.1% and 89.5%, 
respectively. This indicates modified CTs can help map macroalgae with multi-date imagery 
and monitor the spatiotemporal distribution of macroalgae in coastal environments.
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1. Introduction



Macroalgae dominate coastal waters around the world, particularly in rocky shores, and play 
an important role in maintaining coastal ecosystem balance (Troell et al. 1999; Sondak and 
Chung 2015) due to its high potential in reducing eutrophication and sequestrating carbon 
(Duarte et al. 2017; Xiao et al. 2017). It also provides as healthy food supply and medicinal 
ingredients in our daily life (Wei et al. 2013; Philippsen et al. 2014). For example, Kelp has 
high content in Iodine, essential to human health (Albericci, 1945) and brown algae is an 
important source of anti-cancer substances (Kim et al. 2010). The rapid growth and healthy 
nutrients of macroalgae favor high productivity and provide a significant commercial value 
(Abreu et al. 2011; Aitken et al. 2014). Macroalgae aquaculture makes up 27% of total 
marine aquaculture production to date (Duarte et al. 2017). Among various countries, China 
is the largest producer and consumer of macroalgae, accounting for about two-thirds of the 
global production (Mazarrasa et al. 2014). There are seven macroalgae species now 
cultivated in China, namely Kelp, Porphyra, Undaria, Gracilaria, Eucheuma, Sargassum 
usiforme and Ulva. The total aquaculture macroalgal production increased by 8.6-fold from 
242,495 t in 1983 to 2,089,153 t in 2015, and the corresponding farming area increased by 
7.4-fold from 17,640 ha in 1983 to 130,564 ha in 2015 (China Fishery Statistical Yearbook, 
1983–2015). Because macroalgal aquaculture has an outstanding relevance environmentally, 
ecologically and economically, there is an urgent demand for developing an efficient 
monitoring way to monitor farming areas, estimate its yield, obtain aquaculture information, 
and improve its governance. Currently used methods include field survey and manual 
reporting, which are time consuming and inefficient. Remote sensing (RS) technology is an 
ideal alternative because of its convenience, economy, and accuracy (Nellis et al. 1996; 
Vieira et al. 2012).

RS imagery is suitable for the identification of aquatic macrophytes (Silva et al. 2008; 
Wang et al. 2015). For example, Casal et al. (2011) mapped kelp forests on the south 
European Atlantic shelf by using SPOT-4. Roelfsema et al. (2014) identified the seagrass 
cover, species, and biomass with high-spatial-resolution satellite image data. Han et al. 
(2015) examined the changes in wetland in Poyang Lake, China in winter with Landsat 
imagery. Among classification methods utilized to distinguish aquatic vegetation, 
classification tree (CT) analysis is relatively widely used because of its high accuracy and 
capacity to incorporate artificial intelligence (Baker et al. 2006; Davranche et al. 2010; 
Khanna et al. 2011). In other words, CT is a white-box which provides insight into the 
classification process in the form of intelligible rules that users can employ. While other 
classifiers may also perform well in identifying macroalgae, such as Random Forest and 
Support Vector Machines, these are black-box approaches that do not yield insights into their 
classification procedure. However, most studies have established one CT for a specific time 
or constructed several CTs individually. The CT developed for one time period may also be 
unfeasible when this method is applied to other data due to the spectral or texture differences 
between the two periods. As such, employing single CT to map multi-date images is difficult 
without any adjustments of the CT structure or thresholds. Meanwhile, we need to collect the 
ground-truth data for each class to train and establish the CTs for different images. Several 
studies have attempted to modify CT thresholds when ground-based data are absent. Jiang et 
al. (2012) applied CT to classify and map aquatic vegetation in Taihu Lake, China with 
different satellite images. Zhao et al. (2012) also identified the aquatic vegetation 



distribution in Taihu Lake by utilizing modified CT results and suggested that modified CT 
is more stable than traditional CT to map aquatic vegetation in time periods. Furthermore, 
Luo et al. (2014) developed a new method to modify thresholds in CT and evaluated the 
classification accuracies of both traditional and modified CT. They found that modified 
models with linear adjustment performed well in mapping aquatic vegetation without 
ground-truth data. Studies have focused on lake ecosystems, but studies on coastal waters, 
especially coastal areas including macroalgal farms, have yet to be performed. As modifying 
thresholds in CT is of great advantage to map long-time series images, it is necessary to 
assess and apply this method in mapping macroalgal farms and monitoring their spatio-
temporal distribution. 

Coastal marine environments are complex due to the interaction between watershed inputs 
and ocean waters and the dynamics added by waves and wind. The rapidly expanding 
macroalgal farming areas and their important roles in marine environment and ecosystems 
(Duarte et al. 2017; Xiao et al. 2017) require efficient monitoring measures. Mapping 
macroalgae in coastal areas is still an issue, and no attempts at doing so using remote sensing 
analyzed by modified CTs have been reported. Thus, the aims of this study were to evaluate 
the applicability and to improve the performance of modified CTs in habitat mapping 
including macroalgal farms using high-spatial-resolution images. 

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area 

The study area is located in Dayu Bay, southeast of Zhejiang province, China (Figure 1a), 
with a macroalgae aquaculture area of about 30 km2. A ground view of the study area is 
shown in Figure 1(b), and the details about Porphyra farms can be seen in Figure 1c. Dayu 
Bay is a typical semi-closed bay with several small islands near the bay mouth. The seawater 
in the bay is relatively calm, which is beneficial to macroalgae. Dayu Bay contains only 
Porphyra farms because of the high economic return of this macroalgae. Porphyra 
production in this area is contracted to more than 1,000 individuals and cultivated in rows on 
floating rafts. Porphyra cultivation in Dayu Bay usually starts in October of each year. After 
one to two months, the Porphyra can be reaped for the first harvest, and the entire growth 
period can last till March of the next year, and about 12 harvests per growth cycle are 
accomplished. In one cycle, Porphyra grows on the seawater surface and become exposed to 
air except during high tide. Considering this feature, we can choose the RS images with low 
tide and distinguish Porphyra farms from seawaters.

2.2. Imagery data and pre-processing

GF-1 is China’s high-spatial-resolution RS satellite with four wide-field-of-view (WFV) 
cameras (Feng et al. 2016). Three GF-1 images over Dayu Bay obtained on January 30, 
2014, November 5, 2014, and January 21, 2015 were adopted in our study, and the dataset 
details are listed in Table 1. All preprocessing procedures were conducted in ENVI 5.1 
software, including image clipping, ortho-rectification, radiometric calibration, and 
atmospheric correction. Radiometric calibration is based on a former study that utilizes 
Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager images to cross calibrate the GF-1 WFV cameras and 



solve the problem caused by a large view angle (Feng et al. 2016). We implemented the Fast 
Line-of-Sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) algorithm to 
remove the scattering components in the atmosphere and reflectance on the sea surface from 
the top of the atmosphere. Although the FLAASH atmospheric correction is commonly 
applied in land areas, studies show that it can also work appropriately in lake and marine 
environments (Kutser et al. 2006; Mishra et al. 2007; Pu et al. 2014). By considering our 
interested classes, we then masked the land areas for all images with the Normalized 
Difference Water Index (NDWI) (Gao 1996). In particular, the spectrum mixes with the 
seawater because Porphyra is farmed on the sea surface and interfered by seawater. We 
adjusted the NDWI threshold so that the Porphyra farms are not masked as land areas and 
instead divided into sea areas. Several studies also show that the principal component (PC) 
transform can strengthen image information and improve the classification accuracy for 
aquatic vegetation (Lee et al. 1990; Jia and Richards 1999; Yao et al. 2014). We then 
obtained four PC bands as our features in the ENVI software. At the end, we obtained mean 
values of four bands and four PC bands of each image to train the CTs.

2.3. Traditional CT 

CT analysis is based on the dichotomous partitioning of the data at certain thresholds of the 
values of the explanatory variables, which determine the branch that a particular sample will 
follow (Jiang et al. 2012). Firstly, we need to determine the classification units in this study. 
Previous studies show that object-based classification works better than pixel-based 
classification in high spatial resolution imagery (Dorren et al. 2003; Myint et al. 2011; Chen 
et al. 2012; Jebur et al. 2013). We have compared these two methods in Porphyra farms 
identification in Dayu Bay, showing that object-based classification received approximately 
10% higher accuracy than pixel-based classification (Zheng et al. 2017). Hence, we 
established our CTs based on the segmented objects rather than pixels of all layers and PCs. 
The multi-resolution segmentation based on the Fractal Net Evolution Approach was 
implemented in the Definiens Developer, and the segmentation parameter can be adjusted by 
the heterogeneity criterion of the objects. Based on a series of trials and visual evaluation, 
we finally adopted the most suitable composition in our case: segmentation scale (10), 
compactness (0.5), and shape index (0.1). After obtaining the classification objects in our 
study area, J48 algorithm was employed to establish the CTs. The J48 algorithm has been 
widely applied in CT modeling, which can be used to perform the data mining task and 
create the most suitable CT for each image (Goethals et al. 2001; Kaur and Chhabra 2014; 
Sharma 2015). The J48 algorithm is based on C4.5, which selects a feature and splits the 
data into two subsets according to the highest normalized information gain (Zarkami 2011). 
This procedure repeats on each subset until all objects in this subset belongs to one class. 
The J48 algorithm has also been proven to be applicable to object-based classification 
(Vieira et al. 2012; Cordeiro and Rossetti 2015), and the entire process can be conducted in 
the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) software (Hall et al. 2009). In 
this study, we selected segmented objects as samples and potential features, and then input 
them into the WEKA software to train the CTs. Based on the J48 algorithm, WEKA 
conducted the machine learning process to choose the most suitable classification features 
and calculate corresponding thresholds to establish CTs. Considering the spectrum and 



texture differences between the Porphyra farms and seawater, we set the mean layer values 
and previously obtained PC values as our potential features to train CTs. Mean layer values 
represent the mean spectral values of objects in different layers (bands). For example, mean 
layer1 (ML1), mean layer2 (ML2), mean layer3 (ML3) and mean layer4 (ML4) in this study 
indicate the spectral information of Band1, Band2, Band3 and Band4. A total of 430 
Porphyra objects and 300 seawater objects for each image were selected randomly as our 
samples. The samples we chose are evenly distributed across the whole study area and 
include different growth stages of Porphyra which contributes to reduce the noise in training 
samples. Then all samples and potential features for each image were trained in the software 
to determine the stable CT structure and features. Finally, ML2 and principal component3 
(PC3) were adopted to build CT for Image I, while ML2, PC3 and ML1 were selected for 
Image II. Corresponding thresholds were also calculated according to the algorithm. Figure 2 
shows the traditional CTs for the two images (I and II) produced by the J48 algorithm in 
WEKA.

2.4. Modified CT

Owing to the multi-date imagery, CT thresholds for one image may not be appropriate for 
the others. Thus, we aimed to develop new CTs for Image II by modifying the thresholds of 
traditional CT for Image I. First, we must determine the correlations between two images. 
The CTs are influenced by intrinsic and extrinsic factors, such as phenological development, 
atmospheric conditions, water constituents, sun and view angles, and so on. These influences 
may be different on the same object in two images. Thus, obtaining good linear relationships 
between two images based on the values of features from the same object is difficult. 
However, the ranked values of feature in one image can be linearly related to the ranked 
values for the same feature in another image (Luo et al. 2014). In addition, our study area 
only contains one type of macroalgae (Porphyra); thus, we directly ranked the feature values 
of the selected samples (430 Porphyra objects and 300 seawater objects) of images on 
January 30, 2014 and January 21, 2015 and tried to obtain the linear relationships of each 
feature between two images. Scatterplots for each feature (ML2 and PC3) of two images 
were created (Figure 3), and both of them show high linear relationships with overall R2>0.9. 
The relationships of feature values can be expressed by mathematic equations, which are 
depicted in Table 2. Finally, thresholds in CT of image I were recalculated according to the 
equations we derived above to obtain the corresponding thresholds for Image II. New 
thresholds for CT in Image II are also listed in Table 2. Modified CT has the same structure 
with traditional CT but new thresholds.

2.5. Validation for CTs

On the basis of very high-spatial-resolution images on Google Earth 
(http://earth.google.com) (Zhu and Woodcock 2014), we validated both traditional and 
modified CTs. As there were no images with the same date of Image I and Image II 
available, we chose the images from Google Earth which have the closest dates with Image I 
and Image II. The images obtained on 31 December 2013 and 31 December 2014 were 
employed to assess the performance of each CT on Image I and Image II respectively. Then 
we randomly selected 810 Porphyra farm samples and 300 seawater samples for both Image 



I and Image II. This process was accomplished in eCognition software with the two 
referenced images from Google Earth. Although the number of seawater samples is only less 
than half of the Porphyra samples, the total area of seawater samples is almost the same with 
that of the Porphyra. And the samples to validate different CTs for the same images are the 
same, thus, we believe the samples are balanced and can be used to represent and compare 
the accuracies of different classification outcomes.

3. Results

3.1. Classification results and accuracy assessments

Figure 4 and Table 3 show the classification results and accuracy assessments of traditional 
CTs and modified CT. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent the outputs of traditional CTs for 
Images I and II, whereas Figure 4(c) is the modified result of Image II. Table 3 is the 
confusion matrix for three CTs. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show that the modified result has no 
significant misclassifications compared with traditional results on the whole, thereby 
indicating that the modified CT can also work well in distinguishing Porphyra farms. Table 
3 verifies this result again. The producer and user accuracies for Porphyra farms are all 
higher than 90% for both traditional and modified CTs; however, for seawater, the producer 
accuracies are all less than 90%, thereby indicating that some omission errors occur in 
seawater class. The overall accuracies for traditional and modified CTs of Image II are 
94.2% and 93.1%, and the kappa coefficients are 0.879 and 0.856, respectively. Thus, we 
conclude that even the result generated from modified CT is slightly poorer than traditional 
CT, the overall accuracy and kappa coefficient are relatively high, thereby demonstrating 
that the modified CT can be used in Porphyra farms identification.

3.2. Further validation 

Two images we used above are in the same month but different years that represent the same 
growth stage of Porphyra. As such, we verified our modified method by using the images 
with different months in one growth cycle of Porphyra, namely Image II (January 21, 2015) 
and Image III (November 5, 2014) to see how it works for different phenology. We also 
compared the results from traditional CT and modified CT for Image III. The classification 
results are shown in Figure 5 and the overall accuracies of them are 93.9% (traditional CT) 
and 89.5% (modified CT) respectively. The modified classification result is not as good as 
the traditional one, which is lower than 90%. Figure 5 shows that some omission errors 
occur in the northwest direction. By contrast, in the other parts of Figures 5(a) and 5(b), the 
classification results are markedly similar. 

4．Discussion

The classification results showed that both traditional and modified CTs were able to classify 
the macroalgal farms vs. seawater with high confidence, thereby indicating that J48 data 
mining algorithm is feasible for macroalgal identification and traditional CT has the stable 
structure to be modified and works well in coastal areas. According to the training samples, 
J48 algorithm in WEKA software selected most suitable features and thresholds to establish 
CTs automatically. CTs for different images may have different structures and thresholds, as 



J48 algorithm always establishes CTs with the highest classification accuracy based on the 
training samples. If there are any changes in the samples, it may produce different CTs. 
However, plenty of studies show that CTs which have the same construction but modified 
thresholds can also achieve satisfying classification results (Zhao et al. 2012; Luo et al. 
2014). In our study, we aim to explore the applicability of modified CT and provide a 
convenient way to map macroalgae without ground-truth data. Thus, it is not necessary to 
develop the CT with the highest accuracy. Although the classification accuracies of modified 
CTs are a little bit lower than the corresponding traditional CTs, it is still of great 
significance to apply modified CTs to obtain long-time series macroalgae distributions. 

The CTs for our study area are mainly composed by three features selected by J48 
algorithm, namely ML2, ML1, and PC3. As we mentioned before, mean layer value 
represented the spectral information of each band. ML2 and ML1 give the spectral 
information of green band and blue band respectively. Macroalgae has the similar spectrum 
characteristics with terrestrial vegetation, which shows relatively high reflectance in green 
band, while seawater owns high reflectance in blue band. Besides, the PC3 values of 
Porphyra farms are higher than those of seawater referring to the statistical data of samples 
in our study. These contrasting characteristics between macroalgae and seawater verified the 
value of the J48 data mining algorithm in establishing the CTs.        

Nevertheless, several factors may continue to influence the classification accuracy. First, 
the normal size of rafts in that area is nearly 5.4 m × 15 m, whereas the pixel of GF-1 image 
is 16 m × 16 m, larger than the raft unit. Thus, mixed pixels may exist in the images, 
especially for the raft edges that influence the CTs modeling and classification accuracy. 
Second, the arrangements of floating rafts are varied and depend on each farmer. For 
example, the floating rafts near the shore are arranged relatively messily but densely, 
whereas the others far from the coast are in regular rows. Thus, because of the poor spatial 
texture relationships and weak spectral information, identifying the messy Porphyra farms is 
relatively difficult. Figures 4 and 5 also reveal that most of the classification errors occur 
near the shore. Finally, although the entire growth period of Porphyra spans from October to 
March (the next year), Porphyra grows and floats on the sea surface for only roughly four 
months (November to February). Furthermore, the seeding times can differ slightly among 
individual farms; thus, capturing all Porphyra exposed clearly in one image is difficult, 
especially at the beginning of exposure time (November) and the harvest time (February). In 
our study, we used the CT of Image I to modify Image II. Both of them were acquired in 
January, when most of the Porphyra is above or near the sea surface; thus, the modified 
classification result is quite good and only slightly lower than the result generated from the 
J48 algorithm. However, when we turned to modify CTs with different months, the 
classification result is not as good as that before. In the northwest part of Image III, maybe 
the Porphyra has not grown or was already harvested prior to the image acquisition; the 
Porphyra cannot be seen and their spectral reflectance is akin to seawater. Thus, if we use 
the CT obtained in December to modify it, we will be unable to reach the ideal result 
compared with traditional CT. Furthermore, some intrinsic and extrinsic factors affect the 
performance of modified CTs (Zhao et al. 2012). Different view angles for WFV, changes of 
the surrounding environment such as the tide, wind, and water constituents (Nelson et al. 
2006), as well as the differences of remotely sensed reflectance caused by atmospheric 



conditions (Dave 1980) account for the non-linear relationships between features (ML2 and 
PC3). Thus, we ranked the values of features for two images to minimize the inevitable 
intrinsic and extrinsic influences, and obtained good linear relationships results (Figure 3) 
with correlation coefficients of more than 0.9. 

Although a few flaws remain in modified CTs compared with traditional CTs, this 
approach is convenient and no longer needs ground-truth data. If we apply this method into a 
large space or time scale in coastal areas, its advantages can be magnified and the few flaws 
can be ignored. Additionally, the validation result suggests to select images in the same 
phenology of macroalgae or classify them by using traditional J48 algorithm with ground-
truth data to gain high accuracy. However, if these two conditions cannot be satisfied, the 
modified CT can still work with satisfactory results. 

In further studies, we aim to solve the problem caused by phenology and to apply this 
method into broad areas, that is, to acquire the spatiotemporal distribution of macroalgae 
along the China coast waters. In this case, we must classify images from different sensors or 
satellites for different macroalgal species. Thus, the applicability of this method to different 
image sources and varied macroalgal species should be evaluated. 

5. Conclusion

The classification maps generated by different CTs all show high overall accuracies and 
kappa coefficients. J48 data mining algorithm performs well in establishing the traditional 
CTs, and the ranked values of each feature displayed good linear relationships for modifying 
the new thresholds. These results prove that both traditional CTs and modified CTs can be 
applied to GF-1 images for mapping macroalgal farming areas. The modified CTs do not 
need any ground-truth data and can be used for the previous year’s imagery. This further 
suggests that this method is preferred for the same phenology of macroalgae. If it is applied 
to a broad area or a time series, it can be time saving and highly accurate. In conclusion, 
modifying thresholds in CTs can be used to identify macroalgae farms with high 
classification accuracy for different years without ground-truth data. This approach provides 
a feasible and efficient mechanism to obtain macroalgal farming information in long-time 
series.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Study area: (a) Location of Cangnan County, Zhejiang, China; (b) A ground view of Porphyra

farms in Dayu Bay; (c) Detailed view of Porphyra farms.

Figure 2. Traditional classification trees of Porphyra farm identification resulting from two images: (a) 

Image І obtained on January 30, 2014; (b) Image II obtained on January 21, 2015. The first value in 

parentheses represents the number of correctly identified objects, while the second value represents 

the number of misclassified objects. ROI, region of interest; PC3, principal component 3.

Figure 3. Correlations between ranked features of selected objects for Image I acquired on January 30, 

2014 and Image II acquired on January 21, 2015. ML2, Mean Layer 2; PC3, principal component 3. ML2 

has expanded reflectance scale and PC3 is a unitless variable.

Figure 4. Results of traditional classification trees (CT)s and modified CT: (a) traditional CT for Image I

acquired on January 30, 2014; (b) Traditional CT for Image II acquired on January 21, 2015; (c) 

Modified

CT for Image II.

Figure 5. Classification results of Image III acquired on November 5, 2014: (a) traditional classification 

tree (CT); (b) Modified CT.









Table 1. Date, spatial resolution, and band width of the GF-1 images used in this study
Image I Image II  Image III

Date 2014-1-30 2015-1-21 2014-11-5
Spatial resolution (m) 16 16  16

B1 450-520
B2 520-590
B3 630-690

Band width (nm)

B4 770-890

Table 2. Equations and modified thresholds of features for Image I (January 30, 2014) and 
Image II (January 21, 2015).

Spectral Feature Equation R2
Original 
threshold 
(Image 
I)

Modified 
threshold
(Image 
II)

974.07 971.87Mean layer 2 (ML)2 (ML)2II =1.0571×(ML)2I - 
57.824

0.993
1019.06 1019.42

Principal component 3 
(PC)3

(PC)3II =1.4153×(PC)3I - 
5.4252

0.973 -11.59 -21.83

Note that the subscript I represents Image I and the subscript II represents Image II.



Table 3. Confusion matrix for three classification trees (CT)s.

CT Porphyra 
farms

Sea- 
water

Overall 
accuracy 
(%)

Kappa 
coefficient

Porphyra farms 769 72
Seawater 41 528
Producer accuracy (%) 94.9 88.0

Traditional 
CT for 
image I

User accuracy (%) 91.4 92.8

92.0 0.835

Porphyra farms 804 76
Seawater 6 524
Producer accuracy (%) 99.3 87.3

Traditional 
CT for 
image II

User accuracy (%) 91.4 99.1

94.2 0.879

Porphyra farms 799 87
Seawater 11 513
Producer accuracy (%) 98.6 85.5

Modified 
CT for 
image II

User accuracy (%) 90.2 97.9

93.1 0.856




